
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Works with Poly, Poly-Mesh Combo or Full Mesh Wicketed Bags 

 

FS WB 

Baggers 

The 

proven 

line of 

automatic 

wicket 

baggers 

Sure, you can buy a bagger with a built in check weigher-OR, you can buy a proven 

bagger that doesn’t spill product all over the floor-the Fox WB Series. 

 

 

Available in right and left hand versions     

Tubular bag holder with adjustable wicket pins 

Allen Bradley electronics with color touchscreen 

Built in USA 

208-240VAC 1-Phase power requirement 

1.5-20 LB bag weights    

Full stainless steel construction       

Works with Fox supplied NEWTEC weighers  

or your own weigher   

 

The same  bagger works with product sizes from key 

limes 

 

 

Bag closure via Kwik Lok 865 

Out of loks detector to stop bagger 

Jam sensor photo-eye 

Remote control included 

3 chute sizes available 

Quick change overs with no side panels to adjust 

Extremely small footprint 

Easiest to clean bagger on the market 

Multiple saveable menus for custom programs 

 
    Use the same bagger for product sizes from small key limes to huge grapefruit- Pack citrus, onions, potatoes, 

                 peppers, avocodos, garlic, sweet potatoes, nuts and bakery items all on the same machine! 

 



 

What sets the Fox WB series of baggers apart from the 

competition and makes them superior with less bag 

waste, underweight bags, missed bags and required 

adjustments as compared to any other wicketed 

bagger option?  

The short answer is the most experienced group of 

wicketed bagger engineers anywhere and a 

commitment to keep the machines simple, user friendly 

and the most consistent performance of any wicketed 

bagger period.  

 

Until the WB series of baggers was produced every other wicketed bagger ever made or still made was a compromise.  

Some worked ok with small products, some with large products. Some could get you by running small weighments and some 

with larger weighment. Some worked ok on poly bags but struggled on mesh bags. Some could open a thin bag well and some 

could open a thick bag well-but none of them could perform all these actions equally well and required intense adjustments 

when bag sizes, bag weights and bag mil thicknesses changed. You don’t want adjustments-you want performance.  

Here’s what we did to kick all those problems to the curb and build the most consistent running bagger with the least amount 

of adjustments necessary to run great bags or poor quality bags and allow you to designate basically anyone as an operator.  

BAG PICK UP- Nothing picks up a bag like vacuum-nothing. Building a bagger with a blower to open bags or a weak gimmick 

like Vortex or something similar will result in huge problems attempting to open a bag. As bag sizes and thicknesses and 

materials change these systems require tremendous amounts of adjustment or attention and they don’t perform. Fixed 

vacuum head bars or fixed suction cups suffer on narrow or large bags and offer no adjustments. We engineered a single 

suction cup that contacts the bag in the middle where it is the least resistant to open and it doesn’t matter if we are ¼” down 

from the bag lip or 1 ½” we suction the bag open where every other bagger struggles mightily. The WB series is the most 

forgiving bagger made for questionable quality bags and has proven itself again and again to outperform all other baggers.  

BAG FILLING- The only way to guarantee that all the weighment goes into the bag is to ensure there are no gaps or exposed 

bag edges.  We are the only company that has solved this. We wrap the bag around a cylinder giving a round opening with no 

gaps and no exposed bag edges that the product can hit knocking the bag loose leading to underweight bags. We put the 

product in the bag not on the floor. We don’t mandate that you need a check-weigher if you are running a NEWTEC weigher 

that we are glad to supply as they are deadly accurate and you certainly don’t need one for the WB series of wicket baggers 

so buy something that you want with your saved money-not an item to add redundancy to a product that you expect to work. 

FOOD SAFETY CONCERNS- The infeed chutes are removable without tools in a matter of seconds and can be put in a sink to 

be washed providing excellent access to the feed belt for quick cleaning. Experienced engineers know what is important. 

PROVEN PERFORMANCE- Find out what many packers already know that this is the best bagger you can buy-guaranteed! 

FOX SOLUTIONS     Lockport ,New York  716-201-1632 www.solutionsbyfox.com 

FOX SOLUTIONS     McAllen, Texas 956-682-6716 www.foxbag.com 

                                                                             Running Citrus          Running Onions        Running Potatoes       www.solutionsbyfox 


